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We use the comparative to compare

two people, places or things.

small                  smaller

COMPARATIVE  ADJECTIVES



= +er





more + adjective



more
expensive cheaper



older newer



higher

New York London





SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

We use the superlative to compare more than

two people, places or things.

big – bigger – the biggest



the +est





the most + ad
j



the most 
expensive

the
cheapest

1
2

3



the oldest the newest

1

3

2



the highest

New York

London

Dubai



Tom Peter

JohnDan

Marta Sarah
Peter is older than Tom

Dan is taller than John

Sarah is younger than Marta

The woman is stronger
than the man

elephant pig James Polly

An elephant is 
bigger than a pig James is angrier than Polly

old young

strong

angry

tall

big























Complete the following sentences.

Use the comparative form of the

adjectives in brackets.

1. Tiny is (tall) than Sky.

2. Sky is (good) at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is (fast) than Sky.

4. Sky is (popular) than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are (big) than Tiny’s feet.



Complete the following sentences. Use the

comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.

1. Tiny is TALLER than Sky.

2. Sky is (good) at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is (fast) than Sky.

4. Sky is (popular) than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are (big) than Tiny’s feet.



Complete the following sentences. Use the

comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.

1. Tiny is TALLER than Sky.

2. Sky is BETTER at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is (fast) than Sky.

4. Sky is (popular) than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are (big) than Tiny’s feet.



Complete the following sentences. Use

the comparative form of the adjectives in

brackets.

1. Tiny is TALLER than Sky.

2. Sky is BETTER at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is FASTER than Sky.

4. Sky is (popular) than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are (big) than Tiny’s feet.



Complete the following sentences. Use the

comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.

1. Tiny is TALLER than Sky.

2. Sky is BETTER at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is FASTER than Sky.

4. Sky is MORE POPULAR than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are (big) than Tiny’s feet.



Complete the following sentences. Use the

comparative form of the adjectives in brackets.

1. Tiny is TALLER than Sky.

2. Sky is BETTER at basketball than Tiny.

3. Tiny is FASTER than Sky.

4. Sky is MORE POPULAR than Tiny.

5. Sky’s feet are BIGGER than Tiny’s feet.



SUPERLATIVE ADJECTIVES

We use the superlative to compare more than

two people, places or things.

big – bigger – the biggest



HOW DO WE BUILT?

Short adjective + EST.

old the oldest

young the youngest

CVC + EST (the final consonant is
doubled)

big the biggest

hot the hottest

Short adjective ended in –Y  -
IEST

easy the easiest

heavy the heaviest

Long adjective: THE MOST + long adjective

exciting  the most exciting

beautiful  the most beautiful

Irregular adjectives

good the best

bad the worst

We use THE before the superlative form of the

adjective.

John is the tallest.

A Ferrari is the most expensive car .



old – older- the oldest



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is (short).
2. Ed is (thin).
3. Al is wearing (colourful)
clothes.
4. Ed is (tall).
5. Joe is (smart).



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is THE SHORTEST.
2. Ed is (thin).
3. Al is wearing (colourful)
clothes.
4. Ed is (tall).
5. Joe is (smart).



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is THE SHORTEST.
2. Ed is THE THINNEST.
3. Al is wearing (colourful)
clothes.
4. Ed is (tall).
5. Joe is (smart).



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is THE SHORTEST.
2. Ed is THE THINNEST.
3. Al is wearing THE MOST
COLOURFUL clothes.
4. Ed is (tall).
5. Joe is (smart).



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is THE SHORTEST.
2. Ed is THE THINNEST.
3. Al is wearing THE MOST
COLOURFUL clothes.
4. Ed is THE TALLEST.
5. Joe is (smart).



Complete the following
sentences. Use the superlative
form of the adjectives in
brackets.

1. Al is THE SHORTEST.
2. Ed is THE THINNEST.
3. Al is wearing THE MOST
COLOURFUL clothes.
4. Ed is THE TALLEST.
5. Joe is THE SMARTEST.



safer

more expensive

younger

prettier

bigger



smarter than the elephant

heavier than the raccoon

more beautiful than turkeys

faster than skateboards

the longest
the busiest

the most important

the nicest



Sam the strongest

Jupiter the biggest

Lucy the older

The pizza the most delicious



Questions
1. What country is _____________ (good) to live in? Why?
2. What is ______________________ (scary) movie you have seen?
3. Is it _______ (good) to be smart and ugly or unintelligent and good-looking?
4. What is ___________ (hot) place you have ever been to?
5. What is _________ (bad) present you have ever gotten?
6. What is ______________________ (dangerous) job?
7. Which is _______ (bad): falling in love with someone and then having your 

heart broken, or never having met that person?
8. What is _____________________ (embarrassing) thing you have done 

recently?
9. Is it better to date someone who is ______ (old) or ____________ (young) you?
10.What was ______________________ (important) invention in history?
11.What is ______________________ (disgusting) dish you have ever eaten?

the best

the scariest
better

the hottest
the worst

the most dangerous
worse

the most embarrassing

older younger than
the most important

the most disgusting






